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A deliciously smart and funny debut novel about loss, libido and true love A decade ago, Claire
Byrne, now thirty-two, put her biggest career aspirations and deepest personal desires on hold
when she became the wife of Charlie Byrne, the famous sexologist and man about town. Equal
parts Alfred Kinsey and Warren Beatty, Charlie is charming yet pompous, supportive yet unfaithful,
a firm believer that sex and love can t coexist. When Charlie is killed one day, in an absurd sidewalk
collision with a falling sculpture (a Giacometti, no less!), his death turns Claire s world upside
down. She misses Charlie. She needs to reinvent herself. As unseemly as it may be to admit it, she
longs to lose her widow s virginity. And she wants love. Over the course of a year, Claire eats too
little and drinks too much. She sees first-and second-opinion shrinks, the Village griot, a psychic,
and a botanomanist. She dates a billionaire, a journalist, a hockey player, and even Jack Huxley
the movie star. And, as Claire moves on from Charlie and searches for herself, she comes to realize
she s been...
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Reviews
Very helpful to all of group of men and women. It can be writter in easy terms instead of confusing. You will like how the writer write this book.
-- Dr. Daren Mitchell PhD
This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffry Tromp
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